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US demand to rise 6.5% annually through 2019

US demand for pharmaceutical chemicals is expected to increase 6.5 percent annually to $46.9 billion in 2019. Gains will accelerate from the average pace of the 2009-2014 period, led by the introduction of new therapies for Alzheimer’s disease, cancer, diabetes, heart failure, and healthcare-associated infections. The value of pharmaceutical chemicals demand will remain fairly evenly divided between the merchant market and the captive and contract production segment. The merchant segment will see favorable growth based on drug patent expirations and the increasing availability of many first-time generic medicines. The value of captive and contract production output will benefit from new product introductions, especially breakthrough therapies for Alzheimer’s disease, cancer, and other presently incurable conditions.

Central nervous system chemicals to remain largest segment

Active ingredients of central nervous system agents will remain the largest therapeutic group served by pharmaceutical chemicals based on value and will post above average revenue growth. Demand in this therapeutic group will benefit from the introduction of new high value-added compounds for Alzheimer’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and rheumatoid arthritis; the penetration into the marketplace of new generic drugs for arthritic pain, epilepsy, glaucoma, and schizophrenia; and the expanding use of over-the-counter pain relievers and ophthalmic solutions for self-treatment.

Hormones & related agents to be fastest growing types

Led by active ingredients of anticancer, antidiabetic, and hormone replacement formulations, hormones and related agents will post the fastest growth in value among all pharmaceutical chemicals. Based on the introduction of new antithrombolytic and heart failure therapies, cardiovascular compounds will reverse a recent downturn and expand moderately in demand value. The development of new antibiotics under the FDA’s Qualified Infectious Disease Product program, coupled with an increasing patient volume for new hepatitis C treatments, will keep revenues of anti-infective chemicals rising.

High value-added nutrients, herbal extracts, and marine derivatives for specialty adult and pediatric preparations will lead to moderate growth in nutritional chemicals demand. Advances in vaccines, especially types for viral disorders, will boost growth in value of biological chemicals. Respiratory chemicals demand will advance slowly, but will improve on a recent downturn based on new asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) therapies.
HORMONES & RELATED CHEMICALS

Monoclonal Antibodies

Demand for active ingredients of anticancer monoclonal antibodies will increase over the forecast period to over $2.1 billion in 2019. The largest-selling therapy in this group, rituximab, was the largest-selling anticancer agent in 2014. The compound is approved for the treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia. The compound is an indicated therapy for rheumatoid arthritis. Rituxan is delivered via infusion acts by binding directly to tumor cells and inducing apoptosis. The compound posted US sales of nearly $3.7 billion in 2014, the largest amount among all anticancer agents. The patent on Rituxan is scheduled to expire in 2018.

Rituximab -- Rituximab, which is co-marketed by Genentech and Biogen under the RITUXAN tradename, is approved for the treatment of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic leukemia. The compound is an indicated therapy for rheumatoid arthritis. Rituxan is delivered via infusion acts by binding directly to tumor cells and inducing apoptosis. The compound posted US sales of nearly $3.7 billion in 2014, the largest amount among all anticancer agents. The patent on Rituxan is scheduled to expire in 2018.

Bevacizumab -- Bevacizumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that blocks angiogenesis by inhibiting the action of vascular endothelial growth factor A. Administered through subcutaneous injection, the compound is indicated for the treatment of various forms of cancer, including colorectal, epithelial ovarian, glioblastoma, lung, and renal cell carcinoma. A previous indication involves
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Key Products: ibuprofen and propofol

SI Group is a manufacturer of antioxidants, engineering plastics, plastic additives, resins, surfactants, and other chemical products. The privately held company markets its products to over 90 countries worldwide.

SI Group entered the US pharmaceutical chemicals industry via the September 2014 acquisition of the ibuprofen and propofol businesses of Albemarle Corporation (Baton Rouge, Louisiana), a global supplier of specialty and fine chemicals that enhance consumer products. Ibuprofen is a nonsteroidal, anti-inflammatory agent that also exhibits analgesic and antipyretic properties. This API is widely used in both over-the-counter and prescription drugs formulated to provide temporary pain relief and fever reduction. Propofol can be used in injectable anesthetics to induce and maintain anesthesia during surgical procedures, and as a sedative for patients who are mechanically ventilated. The transaction included Albemarle’s antioxidant business, as well as a US manufacturing facility in Orangeburg, South Carolina and a Chinese production site in Jinshan. Additionally, certain technical support capabilities and related assets located in the US in Baton Rouge, Louisiana and outside the US in Shanghai, China were included in the sale.
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